CO-EDUCATION? IT'S RIDICULOUS THAT'S WHAT I THINK. GIRLS ON CAMPUS- BIG DEAL. THEY TOOK WALSH AWAY FROM US! IT WAS MORE THAN A HALL, IT WAS OUR HOME. THEY'VE CROWDED THE FRESHMEN TOO, AND FOR WHAT? WE'VE ALWAYS HAD GIRLS AT SAINT MARY'S ANYWAY!

BUT YOU KNOW, I GUESS A BUILDING IS JUST A BUILDING, AND A LITTLE CROWDING NEVER REALLY KILLED ANYBODY - AND AFTER ALL, WE MUST THINK OF THE FUTURE .......

Coeducation comes to Notre Dame

... see page 5
Library undergoes facelift

by Bill Sohn
Observer Staff Writer

Returning students and faculty will find notable changes in the layout of the Memorial Library this year. The first two floors of the Library — public floors — have been rearranged to form a Periodical Center and a Reference and Bibliography Room on the first floor, and to house the College Library and the Reserve Book Room on the second floor.

The reorganization is the result of a careful study made last year by a task force of the Library Faculty guided from time to time by the University Faculty Library Committee. The public service functions of the Library were examined, many difficulties of operation and cost discovered, and recommendations for reorganization of the Library’s public services were made.

Motivation for the move came from skyrocketing costs of books and journals and from operational deficiencies which have in the past resulted in loss of these materials or in serious inconvenience to the user. Also at issue was the increasing need to restrict the use of the Library’s facilities to registered Notre Dame and St. Mary’s students.

The new Periodical Center on the first floor, draws together all the periodicals, journals and newspapers, which were formerly scattered in various locations on the first two floors. The creation of a steel and glass partition on the west side of the first floor of the Library allows the staff to
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on campus today

12:15—meeting Inping, Inping office, LaFortune Student Center.
7:00—meeting John Brademas, nd-smc committee for mcgovern-shriver, library auditorium.
8:00 & 10:00—movie wait until dark, zagrans cinema west, Flanner.
8:00 & 10:00—movie two lane blacktop, engineering auditorium.
1:00—movie little big man, k of c hall.
2:00—picnic cota, holy cross hall.

at nd-smc

THE SIEGAL-SCHWALL BLUES BAND
in concert

Also appearing: RESURRECTION (from Indianapolis)
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
8:00 pm
Admission: $2.50 (advance), $3.00 (at the door) All seats reserved
Advance tickets available at Morris Civic Box Office. Mail orders accepted — minus self addressed stamped envelopes and check or money order
MORRIS CIVIC AUDITORIUM
211 N. Michigan Avenue
Downtown South Bend
232-6954

SEALS & CROFTS in concert
Friday, September 15 in Stepan Center
Special Guest Star: PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE
Showtime — 8:00
$2.50 General Admission
First ticket sale is TODAY from 4 - 5 in the Fiesta Lounge on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center
...presented by the ND Student Union...
Price hikes necessary

Price: “We cannot operate at a loss”

BY Bob Higgins
Observer Staff Reporter

Edmund P. Drew, general manager of Notre Dame Food Services, explained yesterday that price increases in many food services on campus were due to the rising costs of food, labor and other factors.

The price increase touched all aspects of the food service operation with the single exception of the Residence Hall Meal Program. Most items sold in the Huddle, Library Cafeterias, and Vending machines will cost consumers five cents more this year. Cigarette prices in the Huddle were the most drastically affected, being raised from 10 cents to 15 cents.

Price felt that it became necessary at the beginning of the summer session to take steps to pass on the increasing costs to the on campus.

The director, who shouldered the blame for the price increase in spite of the fact that it was Administration-implemented, assumed that every effort had been made to “hold the line on prices.” However, he noted that the University feels that it is essential that the Huddle not lose money.

Upon questioning, Price confirmed that many of his price increases were within the 1.7 percent guidelines set up by the Nixon Administration Wage and Price Commission. “The price of Coke in the Huddle is up because of the war in Vietnam,” he stated. Although food service is not one of the businesses covered by this commission, Mr. Price said of the guidelines, “It was considered, but we feel that we can substantiate what we’ve done. We cannot be expected to operate at a loss.”

He went on to say that “there are many areas in which we did not increase prices.” He pointed out that the “cost of coffee has risen sharply, yet the Huddle’s price remains at 10 cents. Price encouraged students to compare the Food Service prices with the price of similar products at off-campus establishments.

The small increases, Price noted, should raise the gross revenue of the Food Service operation, but in spite of the increase in net revenue, rising costs will consume all extra revenue, he explained.

Questioned as to whether any methods were considered to avoid the price increases, the Food Service Director explained that it was inevitable. “We could try to stretch our product,” he said, but “I’ve found that one can’t fool students.”

“We are constantly investigating different sources in order to get the best possible price,” he explained, “but we never compromise with quality first.” He noted that all the

Campus Situation

First in a series

University Press: the situation

by Ann Therese Daria
Campus News Editor

(Editor’s Note: Last summer Rev. James T. Burtchaell, University Provost, issued a letter to the editorial board of the University of Notre Dame Press. The letter challenged the Board with four questions to survey the Press’s accomplishments, project future trends, and improve University Press administration “before the autumn draws to a close.

In a five-part series starting today, Ms. Daria will examine the University Press using the Burtchaell letter as a basis.)

Holliness in Wholesome, Chaucer, and La Raza

Holliness is wholesome, Chaucer, and La Raza are ranked as national university press best sellers during the period between 4,000 and 7,000 copies compared with an estimated 500,000-1,000,000 for a popular best seller. But, for the fiscal year 1954, a report of sales issued by the University of Notre Dame Press has best sellers that have been published since an estimated 1950:277, according to another.

So have many other university presses added to their list of titles over the last five years. The University of Notre Dame Press has published 100 new titles during the same period.

Adolescent or Fatality?

At Notre Dame, however, it is difficult to determine whether the Press, founded in 1954, is suffering the magnified frustrations of adolescence or the preliminary symptoms of old age.

“The Press has scored a real lead in the field of Spanish American studies—a source of profit to the press,” noted Professor M. Louis Carre, a member of the editorial board of Notre Dame Press,

“When Dr. Julian Samora’s, of Chicago, Marquette, Duquesne and Catholic professional, is the Press, as listed in Schedule 44 of Boston, Marquette, Duquesne and Catholic budgets ranging from 10 to 50 per cent.

As the Press, as listed in Schedule 44 of Boston, Marquette, Duquesne and Catholic budgets ranging from 10 to 50 per cent.

Press editorial board members boast that in the few years since the Press’ foundation exist, two and a half million books have been sold in the United States through a consortium of university presses. Since 1954, the University Press publications are also marketed in Europe.

“Despite these obstacles, the Press has managed to keep up with the demands of the student body for football reviews and previews, religious textbooks, and the student university manual to the American University Press which specializes in scholarly research on Chicago, classical music literature, and contemporary and classic theological-philosophical subjects.

Student reaction to the price increases was generally one of mild reaction. Mary Selis, the Huddle cigarette and candy counter clerk, said, "Many of the students make remarks about the higher prices, but none said they would not come back.”

Senior Cliff Hofman expressed strong dissatisfaction at Food Service Director Price’s contention that cigarette prices were acceptable as "market prices." He noted that he could purchase the same product downtown for five cents less. When asked whether he would continue to purchase cigarettes at the Huddle, Hofman answered, "Probably.

Ray Cepulis, also a senior, was more vociferous in his objections. "I don’t like it," he said, "and I know a lot of other students feel the same way." Miss Bontempo, resigned herself to the "market prices." She expressed "no more cigarettes for thirty cents." Cepulis, "My plan is to purchase any more cigarettes at the Huddle.

Saint Mary’s senior Carol Bontempo, resigned herself to the increases. "Last year the prices were unheard of," she pointed out. "This year’s price increases were not so bad, you could get a coke for a dime. Now the prices are normal.”

Miss Bontempo complained that "the Coke is halfway off," she was quick to add, "the quality and the price is no better or no worse than anywhere else."
It is a curious characteristic of Notre Dame's transition from an all-male university to the beginnings of single-institution coeducation that nowhere in any of the university documents is there a single, complete rationale for the decision to go coed. In fact, one of the most frequently quoted articles is Hesburgh's "Musing on Going Coed" which is, as its title suggests, merely musings—nothing substantive.

The absence of any publication clearly listing the university's motives for admitting female undergraduates contrasts very unfavorably with the 68-page edition of Princeton's Weekly Alumni devoted entirely to explaining the university's rationale for undertaking coeducation. The magazine preceded the formal announcement of the decision to go coed by over two months. In addition, it provided for alumni, students, and faculty alike a complete assessment of the educational, financial and legal reasoning that prompted the action.

Many people unquestionably believe that it is too late for Notre Dame to correct this deficiency and that such a document would now be useless. Not so.

Possible Explanations

Several plausible reasons could be advanced: surrender to nearly interminable student pressure to provide a more realistic academic and social environment. (pressure that was believed for so many years to be nothing more than an annoyance)

Many top quality students felt towards attending an all-male institution—"surrender to nearly interminable student pressure to provide a more realistic academic and social environment.

—surrender to nearly interminable student pressure to provide a more realistic academic and social environment. (pressure that was believed for so many years to be nothing more than an annoyance)

A genuine desire to provide quality undergraduate education to females.

No doubt all these factors entered into the decision, but it's easy to see how policy could be favored by giving a major emphasis to any one of them. There is no good reason to give any explanation the benefit of the doubt.

Our Contribution

The eight page insert that follows this editorial is a first step in addressing the question of motivation. It is our "something to offer" in terms of history and explanation of the change in environment that coeducation will bring to Notre Dame.

It is past time for Frs. Hesburgh and Burtchall to give the ND community their "something to offer." It is past time for the official document on the reasons for undertaking coeducation. This does not mean that we should all be surprised by its contents. It means, simply, that the entire community should be given the opportunity to read, scrutini ze and contribute to the long range planning and the short run decisions accompanying coeducation, decisions that have by no means been completed.

The starting ground for this process must be a clearly stated rationale. The only place this rationale can come from is inside the administration building. Once it is public, though, the whole community must study and contribute to the resultant planning.

John Abowd

Feminism at SMC

A subtle, yet viable component of the new attitude which has surfaced lately is the considerable number of feminists who have emerged on the campus. The movement as yet is hardly a dominant force and its subscribers are hardly of the "radical" sort, but its impact is being felt nevertheless. This summer another student, who had dreged up feminist sympathy long dormant in many.

For example, I've heard several women say that this summer was the first time in their lives that they became downright incensed about the Miss Universe pageant. Before, they had found it merely out of curiosity, to root for their state's representative, or simply because it was part of the American myth and everybody watched it. This year, for some reason, brought a change.

For the first time in their lives, they questioned. What is the purpose of the parade of flunkies? What is the point of choosing the "best" specimen of her physical attributes? To create an ideal for women the world over to emulate? I don't know about you, but the old saying goes, "either you have it or you don't," and I'm inclined to believe it. The very notion that anyone can be adequately evaluated on a prerequisite to a happy life (and any ad you see today would certainly imply it presupposes a certain shallowness in the American culture which would sponsor and nurture such a spectacle. The women (or, rather the ladies) whom participate are not individuals—only a showcase for advertisers and a tool in the hands of promotion people. A recent article in Ms. magazine (vol. 1, no. 5) supports this hypothesis in an article about Wendy Long (Miss USA, 1969-70) who has had second thoughts about being Your Ideal.

The women's questioning goes even further. Many experienced job discrimination over the summer which precipitated the emergence of more intense feelings about the treatment of women. St. Mary's women, like women everywhere, were weary of being shoved into a second-rate place in the world, and have come to realize that they can utilize their brains and fight back. This is the core of the feminist movement—abolition support, not the brash revolution, not cries for the abolition of marriage—these are merely addenda that individuals may choose to accept or reject. The primary bond of unity among people is the realization of being a woman, rather than objects than objects in society and their desire to be treated as such.

At St. Mary's, a new individualism pervades entire campus. The new, growing spirit of awareness manifests itself in innumerable ways. This spirit is the same spirit that does St. Mary's feel quite different from Notre Dame. Academic freedom has come to the campus with the in­

Feminism at SMC

Verse of University

As one junior pointed out, "God made man and woman. But he didn't make sex roles—they were created by society, so no one is qualified to say, 'Do this—this is your place.' "

A young father who would choose to stay home and rear his children instead of taking a position in the workforce would certainly be considered an oddity by our society, and yet why should it be for human beings? A young woman who would choose to stay home and rear her children simply because one carried that offspring in her womb? Why should it be for human beings? A young woman who would choose to stay home and rear her children simply because one carried that offspring in her womb? Why should it be for human beings?

The absence of any publication clearly listing the university's motives for admitting female undergraduates contrasts very unfavorably with the 68-page edition of Princeton's Weekly Alumni devoted entirely to explaining the university's rationale for undertaking coeducation. The magazine preceded the formal announcement of the decision to go coed by over two months. In addition, it provided for alumni, students, and faculty alike a complete assessment of the educational, financial and legal reasoning that prompted the action.

Many people unquestionably believe that it is too late for Notre Dame to correct this deficiency and that such a document would now be useless. Not so.

Possible Explanations

Several plausible reasons could be advanced: surrender to nearly interminable student pressure to provide a more realistic academic and social environment. (pressure that was believed for so many years to be nothing more than an annoyance)

Many top quality students felt towards attending an all-male institution—"surrender to nearly interminable student pressure to provide a more realistic academic and social environment.

A genuine desire to provide quality undergraduate education to females.

No doubt all these factors entered into the decision, but it's easy to see how policy could be favored by giving a major emphasis to any one of them. There is no good reason to give any explanation the benefit of the doubt.

Our Contribution

The eight page insert that follows this editorial is a first step in addressing the question of motivation. It is our "something to offer" in terms of history and explanation of the change in environment that coeducation will bring to Notre Dame.

It is past time for Frs. Hesburgh and Burtchall to give the ND community their "something to offer." It is past time for the official document on the reasons for undertaking coeducation. This does not mean that we should all be surprised by its contents. It means, simply, that the entire community should be given the opportunity to read, scrutinize and contribute to the long range planning and the short run decisions accompanying coeducation, decisions that have by no means been completed.

The starting ground for this process must be a clearly stated rationale. The only place this rationale can come from is inside the administration building. Once it is public, though, the whole community must study and contribute to the resultant planning.

John Abowd
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Feminism at SMC

A subtle, yet viable component of the new attitude which has surfaced lately is the considerable number of feminists who have emerged on the campus. The movement as yet is hardly a dominant force and its subscribers are hardly of the "radical" sort, but its impact is being felt nevertheless. This summer another student, who had dreged up feminist sympathy long dormant in many.

For example, I've heard several women say that this summer was the first time in their lives that they became downright incensed about the Miss Universe pageant. Before, they had found it merely out of curiosity, to root for their state's representative, or simply because it was part of the American myth and everybody watched it. This year, for some reason, brought a change.

For the first time in their lives, they questioned. What is the purpose of the parade of flunkies? What is the point of choosing the "best" specimen of her physical attributes? To create an ideal for women the world over to emulate? I don't know about you, but the old saying goes, "either you have it or you don't," and I'm inclined to believe it. The very notion that anyone can be adequately evaluated on a prerequisite to a happy life (and any ad you see today would certainly imply it presupposes a certain shallowness in the American culture which would sponsor and nurture such a spectacle. The women (or, rather the ladies) whom participate are not individuals—only a showcase for advertisers and a tool in the hands of promotion people. A recent article in Ms. magazine (vol. 1, no. 5) supports this hypothesis in an article about Wendy Long (Miss USA, 1969-70) who has had second thoughts about being Your Ideal.

The women's questioning goes even further. Many experienced job discrimination over the summer which precipitated the emergence of more intense feelings about the treatment of women. St. Mary's women, like women everywhere, were weary of being shoved into a second-rate place in the world, and have come to realize that they can utilize their brains and fight back. This is the core of the feminist movement—abolition support, not the brash revolution, not cries for the abolition of marriage—these are merely addenda that individuals may choose to accept or reject. The primary bond of unity among people is the realization of being a woman, rather than objects in society and their desire to be treated as such.

At St. Mary's, a new individualism pervades entire campus. The new, growing spirit of awareness manifests itself in innumerable ways. This spirit is the same spirit that does St. Mary's feel quite different from Notre Dame. Academic freedom has come to the campus with the in­
The first women at Notre Dame: A look at coeducation

by Jerry Lutkus

"The undergraduate women are a beginning and a becoming. The University is growing with the times and speaking to a demand and a need that's been voiced by its students and brought by its administration. I think that when you come to it knowing that we are building a tradition, it isn't two to one in ratio and it won't be for a long time, you come away with an awareness that it's a pioneer group. And it just isn't the women who are pioneers, we're all pioneers." - Sue Roberts

130 years ago, a pioneer founded the University of Notre Dame. Fr. Edward Sorin opened his small school on the banks of the St. Joe River in the midst of what was then Indiana wilderness.

Fr. Sorin's little school grew up to be the modern goliath that Notre Dame is today. Yet 130 years later, a new breed of pioneers have come to the wilderness patch where the goliath has grown...a new breed of pioneers much like...Sue Roberts.

Sue Roberts is a Quaker from Edwardsburg, Michigan. Her initiation into University activities began when she was named to the University's Advisory Committee on Co-Education. Now she has been named as an Assistant to Fr. Burtchaell's Office of the Provost, concentrating on aiding Sr. John Miriam Jones.

Sr. John Miriam Jones is a pioneer much like Sue Roberts.

(continued on page 8)
A first look at the new rectors

by Anthony Abowd

The dawn of coeducation brings new faces to the rector and assistant rector scene at Notre Dame. The new dormitory staffs of Badin and Walsh are young, excited, very optimistic and totally female.

"It is not that women need Notre Dame, but that ND needs women," says Sr. Jane Pitz, assistant rector in Walsh, echoing the views of many ND administrators. "This is a challenge," says Joanne Szafran, rector in Walsh. "I'm very optimistic," says Kathy Cekanski, Badin's new rector.

Both Ms. Szafran and Ms. Cekanski are, naturally, the first female rectors in ND history. They are also the only rectors that are not members of any religious order. From this unique position they explain their qualifications and what the future has in store for their halls.

Szafran is presently a grad student in History at ND. Her undergraduate degree is from Merrimack College in Massachusetts. Last year she was the director of Holy Cross Hall at St. Mary's. This, she believes, is her greatest asset in her new position.

"From last year's experience I can say that I am familiar with the environment. I know what is is like living with girls who go to school at ND," Szafran says.

"What's really a challenge is establishing a tradition and setting our own precedents. We have no example to follow. We are the first in line."* (continued on page 7)

Joanne Szafran is a ND grad student in History and the rector of Walsh Hall.
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The first women

"The girls coming are pioneer women in a sense. They are coming with a challenge in mind."

Sr. John Miriam is the new Assistant to the Provost. Her "central concern" is to insure a smooth transition to co-education. Fr. Burtchaell describes her job as "the most important person who has to worry about co-education."

It is this new breed of pioneers that has helped bring coeducation to Notre Dame in its 130 year.

The vanguard of Notre Dame's move toward a coeducational institution is 36 students, 12 of whom are freshmen. 211 of the remaining 240 transfer students were former students at St. Mary's College.

The women are much like Sue Roberts and Sr. John Miriam in their attitudes about entering Notre Dame. Many also view it as a pioneering adventure. A great many of the women claim that their admission is a historical move by Notre Dame and they proudly assert that they are the first women undergraduates at the school.

The first women undergraduates to the campus.

They are coming with a challenge in mind.

"The girls coming are pioneer women in a sense. They are coming with a challenge in mind."

Sr. John Miriam Janes (left) and Susan Roberts join the staff of the Office of the Provost. Their new duties include many of the programs involving ND's first female undergraduates.

(continued from page 5)

"The girls coming are pioneer women in a sense. They are coming with a challenge in mind."

Sr. John Miriam is the new Assistant to the Provost. Her "central concern" is to insure a smooth transition to co-education. Fr. Burtchaell describes her job as "the most important person who has to worry about co-education."

It is this new breed of pioneers that has helped bring coeducation to Notre Dame in its 130 year.

The vanguard of Notre Dame's move toward a coeducational institution is 36 students, 12 of whom are freshmen. 211 of the remaining 240 transfer students were former students at St. Mary's College.

The women are much like Sue Roberts and Sr. John Miriam in their attitudes about entering Notre Dame. Many also view it as a pioneering adventure. A great many of the women claim that their admission is a historical move by Notre Dame and they proudly assert that they are the first women undergraduates at the school.

Others, however, disregard the historical context. One female student pointed out that "This is simply Notre Dame's 130th year—nothing's different."

Many of the administrators seem to agree, but in a different light. They point to the co-ex program that the University entered into with St. Mary's College in 1965. This program brought thousands of St. Mary's girls to the all-male campus over the past seven years.

Dean of Students, Fr. James Riehle claimed that "It's not going to be a disaster of a change because of the co-ex classes. Because of the co-ex system, a lot of the problems are already solved."

"Because of the co-ex system, a lot of the problems are already solved."

This stipulation brought the merger proceedings to a halt in November.

After reconsideration, merger talks reopened in February, 1972, but they were short-lived. The trial between the schools crumbled and Notre Dame subsequently announced that it would admit its first women undergraduate students.

Mixed opinions answered the announcement. Some students were opposed and alumni were split. Chair of Admission policies at both schools was reversed because all applications had been handled jointly for Notre Dame St. Mary's.

This procedure ripped St. Mary's as the women react vehemently. A one day boycott of classes virtually closed the educational processes of the school. But Notre Dame side of US 31 remained calm, perhaps due to the promise of 125 freshmen girls and 2 upperclass students.

Despite the uproar Notre Dame continued on an announced plan and September, 1972 brought the first women undergraduates to the campus.

Their entrance was well prepared. In March, the Provost's office had appointed the Advisory Committee for Coeducation. Its purpose was to offer recommendations to the administration concerning the transition to co-education.

The committee functioned well. The report, issued in May, brought praise from Burtchaell.

"I was very impressed with the coed report and we complied with most of its recommendations," he noted. "I was very impressed that a committee could compile such a balanced report in such a short time."

Burtchaell went on to explain that all departments of the University were responsible to him in fulfilling the recommendations of the committee's report.

Kathy Cekanski and Joanne Szafran, appointed by directors of the female dorms Radin and Walsh, could not veil their pleasure with committee's report.

"The girls coming are pioneer women in a sense. They are coming with a challenge in mind."

These administrators point out that though the first women have been directly admitted for undergraduate education this year, the co-ex program has paved the way for them.

In September of 1965, the co-ex program with St. Mary's began and six SMC students began courses on the ND campus. Likewise, 15 Notre Dame men started courses on the campus across US 31.

The co-ex program continued unhindered until 1967 when its obvious effects began to take hold. The Trustees of both schools passed pledges that the schools would remain "autonomous but cooperating institutions." Significantly, the first cooperative department was the Departments of Music and Speech combined.

May, 1969, brought new developments. Richard Coults, the University's director of public information reported that the ND-SMC Coordinating Committee's "Statement of Principles" was adopted by trustees of both institutions. The document explained the co-ex program and decreed that required freshmen liberal arts courses were to be mixed 50:50 and taught on both campuses. It reordered identical academic calendars and integrated class and exam schedule, and a common grading system.

However, less than three months later Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, President of Notre Dame, and Mgr. John McGrath, SMC President, quashed all rumors of mergers in a joint statement.

Dr. Lewis B. Mayhew and Dr. Rosemary Park were secured by the two schools in April, 1970, to prepare a report on the future collaboration of the two institutions. The report, issued in December, formed the basis for the merger announcements between the schools in May, 1971.

Both Boards of Trustees approved plans to seek unification without the loss of St. Mary's identity. The joint statement emphasized the importance of financial viability to any merger scheme.
at Notre Dame

"The University is really prepared for women," Szatran noted. "I don't think they neglected anything."

The committee itself was composed of students, faculty, and lay professionals from outside the campus community. Their report offered four general recommendations for the community:

—"for the welfare of all its students and in order to uphold the University's tradition of excellence in education and social relevancy, the committee recommends that Notre Dame significantly increase the number of qualified women on the faculty and include them in all administrative ranks."

—"with the modesty of a suggestion regarding a general approach to and feel for how to go about coeducation rather than the force of a recommendation, the Committee advises the University to avoid the dual pitfalls of over-solicitude for women students on one hand, and neglect of their particular problems on the other."

—"the committee wants to use this opportunity of making recommendations concerning women at Notre Dame to remind the community that the problem of coeducation is basically the problem of education, and that thinking about the education and educational environment of women is thinking about the substantive issues of the life of the University itself."

—"the committee regards it imperative that the University take positive steps to insure and promote contact, communication, and cooperation between Notre Dame and Saint Mary's women."

Dr. Robert Ackerman, Director of Student Activities, spoke to the University's compliance with these four general recommendations.

Ackerman noted that in particular the University has appointed Sr. John Miriam Jones and Sue Roberts to positions of importance within the administrative structure of the school.

In addition, the Office of the Provost confirmed that there are 43 additional females on the faculty.

Ackerman confessed that this situation is "no where near parity," but he noted that it is a substantial increase.

Sr. Jane Pitt's addition to Campus Ministry was one of the more important moves in the coeducation drive according to Fr. Toohey. Sr. Jane will be serving as a member of the Ministry and as the assistant rector of Walsh Hall. Serving in the same capacity in Badin Hall is Sr. Sue Bennett.

The oversolicitude towards the women was of particular interest to Ackerman. He noted that the renovations of Badin and Walsh were not out of the ordinary. He offered as an example that hair dryers, though requested by some for the two dorms, were not supplied.

FR. WILLIAM TOOHEY, DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS MINISTRY, however, was worried about being overly solicitous. "Maybe we'll be overly-solicitous. We'll be giving them too much maybe. Maybe we'll make too big a deal about them. It'll be tough and it'll take a special kind of girl."

The problem of coeducation is a problem of education according to the committee and Ackerman agrees. Ackerman feels that the University has done a particularly good job in this area. "Co-education gives the University a chance to look at itself," he commented. "It's a great opportunity for institutional renewal. The purpose of ND is to educate and coeducation becomes part of that purpose. We're taking the opportunity to look at all facets of the University."

The final recommendation of the committee is one which is to a large degree unsure. The cooperation between the schools seems to be at the lowest point in the last few years. Notre Dame administrators seem unsure about the extent that cooperation between the schools will be continued.

Burtchaell noted that "the co-ex programs need a lot more thought." But he added that "SMC has reduced coex activity about 96 per cent by taking the cost down to the students."

Other administrators claimed that the extent of co-ex activities is basically up to the students. Ackerman admitted that he really doesn't know where co-ex stands.

"Communication (between the campuses) is done beyond the level on where I sit. We've tried to maintain communication on the Student Affairs level. The co-ex programs are being looked into again, but the communication is in the student's hands. We've got to see how the student governments work together," Ackerman offered.

Philip Faccenda, Acting Vice President for Student Affairs replied with a hopeful answer. "I would like to cooperate a whole lot more with SMC. There's so much more that we could do better together than apart."

As of yet, however, there seems to be little headway on the administrative level. The only contact seems to be on the student level.

Jim Clarke, Research and Development Commissioner for Notre Dame Student Government, has resurrected the co-ex dining program between the campuses. Included in that is the opportunity for the women of Badin and Walsh to also dine at St. Mary's.

The problem of coeducation is the failing of co-ex activities is basically up to the students. Ackerman offered. "Communication (between the campuses) is done beyond the level on where I sit. We've tried to maintain communication on the Student Affairs level. The co-ex programs are being looked into again, but the communication is in the student's hands. We've got to see how the student governments work together," Ackerman offered.

As of yet, however, there seems to be little headway on the administrative level. The only contact seems to be on the student level.

Jim Clarke, Research and Development Commissioner for Notre Dame Student Government, has resurrected the co-ex dining program between the campuses. Included in that is the opportunity for the women of Badin and Walsh to also dine at St. Mary's.

The problem of coeducation is the failing of co-ex activities is basically up to the students. Ackerman offered.

"Coeducation gives the University a chance to look at itself."

It's a great opportunity for institutional renewal."
Dr. Robert Ackerman writes

Coed process at ND

Much has been made of the impending fall of Notre Dame, the certain result of the presence of undergraduate students who are women. The first few class days of this school year have passed and, hopefully, so has the GSO film crew. The long-awaited and singularly important step of “going coed” has been achieved although not before Paul Harvey tuned toward the day when the Four Horsemen would have to be called the Four Horsepersons.

All this anticipation notwithstanding: the point should be made that for most of its long history Notre Dame has been coed in deed although perhaps not in fact until the class of 76 completed registration. This campus has not been without the presence and influence of women if only because it stands as a shrine to a particular woman. In addition, there has been a great deal of formal and informal exchange at various levels between Notre Dame and St. Mary’s communities and although the efforts toward mirroring the two institutions have proven to be less than successful, similar unions between their graduates are most common. It is therefore difficult to pinpoint a specific day as the when coeducation at Notre Dame began. It is equally irrelevant to point to a person or a group as being the “First”.

“Going coed” is a process which on this campus was undertaken several years ago (mid-wjce) wo: extend long into the future.

What remains is for each of us... to realize the personal growth that this new community makes possible.

A purpose of all universities is to preserve and transmit the culture and if only to fulfill their purpose universitites change very slowly. The process of change at Notre Dame has now reached that point where male and female undergraduates will have the opportunity to fully share an educational community as coequals. This new community that can now be developed has been under preparation for a long time and a great many details have received attention. What remains is for each of us, individually in a creative way, to realize the personal growth that this new community makes possible.

The process of “going coed” at the institutional level involves specific attention to a variety of practical considerations. Matters such as seeking and admitting qualified students, selecting and refurbishing housing units, and choosing role models and training staff must be attended to. How well the institution has attended to these and countless other details is but a matter of opinion at this point.

However, institutionalized efforts can accomplish only so much and beyond that the successful completion of the process of “going coed” is primarily dependent upon the individuals that comprise the community. What has begun this week at Notre Dame is the building of a new environment in which all persons and each person can grow and develop according to his or her talents and interests. The great challenge of “going coed” is to be found in this one aspect of the total process. At a very personal level it involves acceptance and understanding, it requires that the community spirit that was our past be extended to include whatever community will be developed to mark our future.

Impressions by Director of Student Activities

Rules, regulations and policies are of very little help in this challenge, personal consciousness and an attitude of caring are of great help. The process of “going coed” is at the unique stage where those persons who came here because we are coed must be fused those who came here because we weren’t. The new community of the campus must exclude those persons who disapprove of the change as well as those who allowed it and this coming together of differences is dependent upon attitude change and personal understanding.

The processes that have brought us to this point were relatively easy to accomplish. What remains as our present challenge is more creative and more difficult. Coeducation itself can hardly be a panacea, nor can it be the source of all that is wrong. Rather, it marks an opportunity for each person here to experience and grow while participating in and living through a change. The success of “going coed” can be judged by each person as a means to further individual growth, to become educated. Little else in the process really matters.

Impressions by Director of Student Activities

Grand Opening of ZAGRAN’S ZINEMA WEST

WAIT UNTIL DARK Starring Audrey Hepburn Friday, Sept. 8th at 8:00 & 10:00

CAT BALLOU Starring Lee Marvin and Jane Fonda Saturday, Sept. 9th at 8:00 & 10:00

Come to “AMERICA” in the basement at Flanner

Admission : $1.00

Any club or organization wishing to participate in Activities Night, to be held Wednesday, September 13, in La Fortune Student Center should contact the Student Activities Office (7308) or New Student Orientation (3378) by September 9.

HOMELESS? COME SEE THE NOTRE DAME AVE. APARTMENTS. YOU ARE LOOKING FOR MODERN LIVING, WE HAVE THE ANSWER:

CLOSENESS TO CAMPUS

2 LARGE BEDROOMS - ROOM FOR FOUR STUDENTS

LARGE KITCHENS, DINING ROOMS, AND PLENTY OF STORAGE SPACE

FULLY CARPETED LIVING ROOMS WITH A PRIVATE PATIO AND BALCONY

These Apartments are fully furnished and are coeducational.

CALL 234-6647

OFFICE 919 SOUTH BEND AVE., SOUTH BEND
Ackermon spoke of the disparity in numbers between men and women when he looked into the future. "Experience tells us that if the disparity is a problem. University of Virginia had about the same process of going coed and they ended up reaching for their parity figure immediately.

He continued, "the ratio is going to be a problem in the same sense that black is white to it. It is that same kind of homeliness that the black feels on an all-white campus."

Joanne Szafran, Walsh's rector, introduced the Coordinating Committee to bring a growing experience. "There will be a positive growing. Both boys and girls will be challenging and questioning. The institution must be as normal as the life is and Notre Dame is attempting to be close to life."

The rector of Badin, Kathy Czerski, spoke along much the same lines. "It will make the University much more humanistic. Notre Dame is getting with it. This will be a more realistic living situation because an all-male institution is totally unrealistic."

"It's the real world," countered Sr. Jane Pitz. "There's always been a crying need around for women and it's finally being realized."

Notre Dame has finally realized its need for women, but that is not the imperative reason behind coeducation. If ND held this viewpoint, then coeducation would be only an aid for the men already here.

This is the view Dick Conklin takes. "If Notre Dame is serious about the business of higher education, it had better educate the other half of the human race. And if it wants to teach future leaders of society, it should open its classrooms to the sex which will increasingly influence major American institutions."
THE STUDENT UNION
SOCIAL COMMISSION
HAS A GREAT YEAR
FOR YOU

CONCERTS
Seals & Crofts  Sept. 15
Chicago        Sept. 30
Guess Who     Oct. 14
Stephen Stills Oct. 27
Yes           Nov. 18

OTHER EVENTS
Michigan State Football Game Bus Trip  Oct. 7
Homecoming                      Oct. 13 - 14
Jack White
(Pocket Billiards Artist)        Oct. 26
Mardi Gras Carnival & Raffle     Feb. 2 - 10

PLUS
Sporadic "Over-the-hill"
Dances and countless other events

Anyone interested in helping to bring about this great schedule of events can contact Joe Prochaska at 7757. Help is needed.
by jane fonda
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The Crypt has once again reasserted itself as the Notre Dame Bookstore with record prices ranging up to $8.55 for single albums in 1970. John Mateja, who graduated in May, opened the Crypt for the third time in two years Wednesday, at the intersection of Corby St. and South Bend Ave. That's just across the street from Corby's and it is loudly announced by a wall size, black on white sign, 'The Crypt,' which dominates the windows of the building. It is open 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. and closed on Sundays. The Crypt is located in the Student Union.

The intent of this reorganization was to begin to specialize the College Library and its facilities. The College Library now has a student body of 14,000 and the College Librarian believed that it was necessary to have a reference library to meet the demands of the students. The College Library has been in operation for 40 years, and it was decided that a new library was needed to meet the needs of the current students.

The College Library has a collection of over 250,000 volumes, 4,000 periodicals, and over 2,000 manuscripts. The Crypt is located in the basement of the Student Union, and it is open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday, and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday.

The Crypt is filled with new and used books, as well as a variety of items such as records, magazines, and newspapers. It also has a large selection of foreign language books, and a section for special collections. The Crypt is a popular place for students to study and to socialize, and it is a valuable resource for the Notre Dame community.
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ND offense must produce

During the summer months, a noticeable change was made in the physical layout of Notre Dame Stadium. A pair of new, modern scoreboards were installed, and they will new-dark and silver for the September opener against the Purdue Boilermakers.

During the summer months, too, a noticeable change took place within the Irish football program. Head coach Ara Parseghian forced head coach Ara Parseghian to resign, and he moved his program from defense to offense.

"We must be able to develop a high degree of offensive efficiency," said Parseghian, "to keep them off balance. No other unit will be as good as that one will be."

Notre was the Irish coaching staff, as eight of the defensive starters graduated last May, and the offensive unit will return eight of its regulars from the 1971 campaign, has become the focal point of the 72 season.

The Irish offense will be led by co-captain Mike Copenhagen, a 6-3, 237-pound tackle. Dummer, a two-year starter, will move into the other tackle position with junior Dave Cafferly, a two-year starter.

Junior guard Fran Pauk (6-1, 240) will anchor the interior portion of the offensive line. Selected by the Football Writers of America as a pre-season All-American. Pauk started in more games than any other member of last year's team. Filling in at the other guard slot will be freshman John O'Keefe (6-1, 230), who moved into a starting role midway through the spring practice.

Behind Pauk and O'Keefe are senior John Alban (6-0, 235), and junior Tom Bolger (6-2, 237).

The biggest graduation casualty on the offensive line was center Don Novakow, a two-year starter, who is joining the Naval Academy this fall.

Jim Donaldson

The Irish Eye

Football picks

Notre Dame's tight end position will be filled by talented replacement for the departed John Smith, a senior. John Cieszkowski (6-2, 230) will anchor the interior defensive line, and he will be backed by Wayne Diminick (5-9, 168) in a battle for the starting role.

The Interhall Athletic Office has set a September 14th deadline for the submission of rosters for the upcoming interhall football season.

The Interhall Athletic Office has set a September 14th deadline for the submission of rosters for the upcoming interhall football season.

As in past years, each hall will be responsible for organizing its own team, including the appointment of coaches and managers. All Interhall events will require a $2.00 entry fee. The diapers, which will be open to all undergraduate players this fall, will be asked to submit their rosters by the September 14th deadline.

Fullback John Cieszkowski will be a key performer as the Irish seek to improve their production in 72.

Youngsters shine in scrimmage
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### Major Concerts Announced

By Jeanne Murphy
Observer Staff Reporter

The sounds of Chicago will rock the walls of the Convocation Center on Saturday, September 8. The concert will highlight the events of Homecoming weekend, the first home football weekend of the season. Dick Donovan, concert director for Student Union, has organized a series of major concerts for the fall. A concert with Seals and Croft for Student Union, has organized a trip on October 7 to the Michigan Theater to see The Texas Christian game.

### Homecoming Weekend

Friday night in Stepan Center: Anderson group members will rock the walls of the Convocation Center on Friday, September 16 to announce the Homecoming schedule in Stepan Center. Fall. A concert with Seals and Croft for Student Union, has organized a trip on October 7 to the Michigan Theater to see The Texas Christian game.

Yes, current supergroup whose music combines rock with classical overtones, rounds off the fall concert season on November 16. Above are group members: Chris Squire (top left), Steve Howe (top right), Jon Anderson (lower left) and Rick Wakeman (lower right). Bill Bruford (lower center) has been replaced by Alan White.

### Concert Features

**Guess Who** in concert on October 27, while Yes continues the festivities after the “Miami” game on November 16. The Union has added a new line of entertainment this year. Small informal concerts every two weeks in the middle of the week are planned to relieve the tensions of the academics and to provide a freer and friendlier atmosphere.

### Rap Center Presents Special Park Festival

Five Bands including The Chosen Few will be featured on Sunday, Sept. 10 in Howard Park as the Rap Center presents “The Last Concert.” Music is free and natural food will also be distributed to all who attend. Organizers of the concert hope to use the event to stir voter registration in the South Bend area. Opportunities will be provided for those who wish to register to vote.

### Classified Ads

Make money “hopping” on Ohio-based distributor of famous name audio and stereo equipment and our campus. Everybody can listen on your own time. We buy, sell, trade. Write me, or phone right. We think this is a damn good offer, and we’ll back it up. It’s more than just a damn offer... it’s a guarantee of an exclusive franchise on your campus. You set all the action yourself. And you’ll get help every step of the way. No commitment required, interested? WRITE TODAY!

P.O. Box 4676
Brickfield, Hopkins, Ohio 44616

### A Sound Offer

Make money “hopping” on Ohio-based distributor of famous name audio and stereo equipment and our campus. Everybody can listen on your own time. We buy, sell, trade. Write me, or phone right. We think this is a damn good offer, and we’ll back it up. It’s more than just a damn offer... it’s a guarantee of an exclusive franchise on your campus. You set all the action yourself. And you’ll get help every step of the way. No commitment required, interested? WRITE TODAY!

WANTED:
- One or two female roommates for Notre Dame Ave. Apartment, E. Chamber. Call 832-404. No phone yet.
- Need tickets for Purdue. Call 6484.
- Need 2 general admission tickets for Purdue. Call 6484.
- Wanted. To buy, borrow, or rent record players and stereo equipment. No phone yet. Contact K. Ostermeyer in Bldg. 263.
- Need motorcycles. Marty 3318.
- Houseparents. A married couple to have a young family as tenants. Only requirement is desire to help pref. students. A team approach needed. Apply to: University Housing 4 pm Sunday outside Holy Cross Hall.

### Applications are Now Being Accepted for Positions on the University Judicial Board and The University Traffic Appeals Board

**Contact** Greg Smith Notre Dame Student Government Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

**C.I.L.A. Picnic**

4 pm Sunday outside Holy Cross Hall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Item 1</th>
<th>Item 2</th>
<th>Item 3</th>
<th>Item 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Classified Ads

- **Wanted** Position open. Assistant debate coach. Must be Grad. student and have had extensive experience in collegiate debate. Send short resume, by 9/16/72, to debate and academic advisor to Notre Dame University, Room 173, Leu Hall.
- **Wanted** One or two female roommates for Notre Dame Ave. Apartment, E. Chamber. Call 832-404. No phone yet.
- **Wanted** To buy, borrow, or rent record players and stereo equipment. No phone yet. Contact K. Ostermeyer in Bldg. 263.
- **Need motorcycles.** Marty 3318.
- **Wanted.** Houseparents. A married couple to have a young family as tenants. Only requirement is desire to help pref. students. A team approach needed. Apply to: University Housing. Contact: K. Ostermeyer in Bldg. 263.

### RECYCLED BOOKS SAVE SAVE TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

- **Panda’s Books** 5 blocks south of campus on Notre Dame Avenue. 8 p.m. to midnight.

### Rooms for rent. Cheap. Near 233-1239.